Papa Bob’s Story
Since he was a youngster, Papa Bob loved Bar-B-Que. He’s eaten at almost every BBQ in this area and has also
tried hundreds across the country. Now he’s opened a BBQ Restaurant in Bonner Springs, Kansas to share his
favorite recipes with his family, friends and all those who love the taste of Great Kansas City Style Bar-B-Que.
Papa Bob’s, the restaurant, was named in honor of Papa Bob’s seven grandchildren, Lindsey, Lauren, Tyler,
Chandra, Taner, Hannah and Brooke. When you look at the menu, there are dishes specifically named for each
grandchild.
Located at 11610 Kaw Dr. (K-32) 3 miles west of I-435 or 1 ½ miles east of K-7, Papa Bob’s has been renovated
and is ready to serve our customers in an ultra clean environment. With a 50’s and 60’s retro look, seating for
80 and a 20’ long red counter with black and chrome stools, you’ll feel right at home eating your meal at Papa
Bob’s.
All meats are hickory smoked in our state of the art Southern Pride Smoker. They include, brisket, ham,
turkey, pork, pulled pork, sausage, pork spare ribs, baby back ribs, burnt ends, smoked corned beef, pastrami
and chicken. There are also many other items on the menu for those who aren’t as passionate about Bar-BQue. We also have our “Catfish Wednesday’s” every Wednesday, all day.
Papa Bob’s signature sandwich is “The Destroyer”, but “It’ll Sink Ya”. It’s a triple-decker sandwich on a bun
weighing over 1 pound with a choice of three meats.
Papa Bob’s newest signature sandwich, The “Ultimate Destroyer” will really sink ya”. 4 1/2 pounds of meat, on
a 12″ hoagie bun with 6 slices of bread, pickles or peppers and 1 1/2 pounds of fries, you can either take the
challenge, or share it with your family and friends. It’s a great party sandwich.
Try all 10 of Papa Bob’s unique homemade sauces, especially his “Sweet Up Front Taste, Back End Kick”
versions. Don’t forget to order our “Horseradish Pickle Chips,” they’re a real taste bud explosion. And, if you
love our Bad A** Beans, get you a jar of “Papa Bob’s Bad A** Bean Mix” and make ’em at home
Appetizers, side orders, hot wings, beer and some really Bad A** Beans all add up to a great experience at the
newest and best Bar-B-Que on the planet.
Try Papa Bob’s Kansas City BBQ for your next catering event. Prices are very reasonable.
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT,
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

